CSTEC Working Groups
2010-2011

Inorganic PV
Sept. 27 MSE conf. room – 3062A Dow Jamie Phillips leading
Oct. 18 POD room – 3158 Dow Simon Huang (Goldman) presenting
Nov. 1 ChemE Conf. room – 3074 Dow Sung Joo (Pan) presenting
Nov. 15 ChemE Conf. room – 3074 Dow Andy Martin (Mirecki-Millunchick) presenting
Dec. 13 ChemE Conf. room – 3074 Dow Larry Aagesen (Thornton) presenting
Feb. 1 3062A Dow (MSE conf), 9:30am Jamie Phillip’s group presenting
Feb. 22 3158 Dow (POD room), 9:30am Jimmy Chen (Phillips) presenting
March 30 POD Room, 11:30am Yossi Paltiel, Hebrew University in Jerusalem
April 12 6113 ERB1, 9:00am Ryan Murphy (Yalisove) presenting

Organic/Hybrid PV
Sept. 29 MSE conf. room – 3062A Dow Jae Hwan (Laine) presenting
Oct. 13 2246 EECS David Bilby (Kim) presenting
Oct. 27 MSE conf. room – 3062A Dow Jonas Locke (McNeil) presenting
Nov. 10 2742 Chemistry Faculty-only
Jan. 18 3074 Dow (CHE conf), 1:30pm Green, Laine, Kim groups presenting
Feb. 16 3062A Dow (1706 Chem), 2:00pm Bing (Green) and Shtein presenting
March 17 MSE Conf. room, 9:00am Kim group, Kieffer group, Jonas Loche
March 29 3158 Dow (POD room), 2:00pm

Absorption-Organic
Oct. 4 4642 Chemistry Ted Goodson leading
Nov. 8 4642 Chemistry Jessica Ames (Norris) presenting
Dec. 6 4642 Chemistry Research update
Jan. 24 4742 Chemistry, 3:00pm Geva/Dunietz group presenting
Feb. 17 4742 Chemistry, 11:00am Matt Sykes (Shtein group) presenting
March 14 4742 Chemistry, 3:00pm Ted Goodson/Rick Laine groups presenting
April 11 4642 Chemistry, 3:00pm Jennifer Ogilvie presenting

Thermoelectrics – 1:00pm Tuesdays
Sept. 10 4246 Randall Hall Mike Warren presented
Oct. 7 POD room – 3158 Dow John Kieffer leading
Oct. 28 POD room – 3158 Dow Discussion about Hybrid TE/PV
Nov. 11 Randall 3246 Mike Warren (Goldman) presenting
Jan. 11 POD Room Ctirad Uher - DOE TE Workshop, Jan. 2011
Jan. 25 Randall 3246 Akram Boukai – phonon drag
March 29 3074 Dow (CHE conf) Anton VanderVen – electron-phonon interactions